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For a general single-index model that does not assume an additive structure of  unknown 
regression function and  error with the dimension of  predictor vector  larger than the 
sample size, the consistency of predictor selection and estimation has not yet been investi-
gated in the literature. In this paper, we investigate this issue by the following methods. 
First we formulate the index in the sufficient dimension reduction framework motivated 
by the derivative of the conditional distribution of the response given the linear convex 
combination of the predictor vector and then suggest a LASSO-type direction estimation 
(DLASSO). When the dimension of the predictor vector can even be at the rate of expo-
nential of the sample size, the consistency holds under an almost necessary and sufficient 
condition on the correlation between the predictors. The new method has no requirement, 
other than independence from the predictors, for the distribution of the error. This prop-
erty results in the new method to be robust against outliers in the response values. After 
bringing the ultra-high dimension, by the DLASSO,  to a value smaller than the sample 
size, the conventional consistency of the index estimation is provided. The importance of 
the condition for the consistency and the robustness are examined by a simulation study 
and a real data analysis.  
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